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1. Revisiting VALUE – What you did, why you did it, and how it 
fits with Pathways

2. Orientation to your report bundle
3. Making meaning of your results
4. What now?
5. Beyond Pathways – the emerging Landscape of Learning

○ Results and trends
○ By institutional characteristics
○ By demographics
○ By assignment characteristics 
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VALUE & Pathways



What were we trying to do?

• Explicitly “connect the dots” between teaching & learning in 
Guided Pathways/HIPs and assessment

• Gain practice with the PROCESS of VALUE-based assessment 
through the VALUE Institute

• Engage – for some of us for the first time – in authentic assessment 
based on actual student work



—Robert  Shireman, Director  of 
Higher  Educat ion  Excellence and 
Senior  Fellow, Century 
Foundat ion  

The benefits of starting with the student work as the unit of 
analysis is that it respects the unlimited variety of ways 
that colleges, instructors and students alike, arriving with 
different skill levels, engage in the curriculum… the focus 
of accountability efforts should be on the evidence of 
student engagement: the work students do in the form of 
papers, written exams, presentations, and projects.



VALUE
Assumptions



A walk down memory lane…



WHAT IS THE VALUE INSTITUTE

Resources to 
document, report, 
and use learning 

outcomes evidence 
to improve success 

in college. 

Utilizes VALUE approach to 
assessment by collecting and 

uploading samples of 
student work to a digital 
repository and have the 
work scored by certified 

VALUE institute scorers for 
external validation of local 

learning assessment. 

Participants receive 
data and reports 
from the tested 

VALUE nationwide 
database for 

benchmarking 
student learning. 



What did you have to do?

• For each learning outcome selected, 100 artifacts can be scored

• Demographic information about the students and some information about 
the assignment/course/source of the work is also collected

• These data are combined for scoring and data analysis reporting

• The results are provided back to the submitting participant in reports and 
a database



What did this entail on your campus?

• Engage in conversation with faculty about the espoused goals and outcomes of the Guided Pathway

• Interrogate issues of assignment align and even assignment (re)design

• Partner with Institutional Research, the Registrar’s Office, and/or other “keepers” of 
institutional data

• Be more explicit about the connections between our expectations for students and our actual 
pedagogical practice

• Really dig into data to understand patterns of learning and student success across student 
populations



What this looked like…

Enthusiastic Novice Exceedingly
Expert

Skilled Practitioner

------------November 2019-------------

------------July 2021------------



This is important to remember as 
we talk VALUE results – process 
matters just as much as the 
scores the first time through



Other things to keep in mind…



Methods Pedagogy



Scorers

Rubrics
Student Work 

(from 
Assignments)



Your report “bundle”

• Your own dataset, combining the metadata you provided, the 
“raw” individual scores, and the overall average scores

• Codebook

• Tabular results

• Narrative to help you make sense of the data, others make sense 
(e.g., something that can ”stand” on its own by way of explanation 
for others not involved in the project)



From Your Sampling Plan
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ABOUT THE DATA: 
VALUE RUBRIC SCALE







General Reflection

• As you examined your results, did you see anything you expected? Anything 
that was surprising? 

• What implications do these results have for your program? Your institution? 
o Resource implications? 
o Policy implications? 
o Implications for assignment design? 
o Implications for teaching? 
o Implications for future assessment design? 

• If you sampled students who are earlier in their college career (less than 75% of 
credits completed)—what do your results tell you about what your students have 
learned so far? What they still need to learn? Where they need to improve? 

• If you sampled students who are later in their college career (more than 75% of 
credits completed), what do your results tell you about the overall learning 
experience at your institution? Is there one particular area that students excelled 
in? Is there one particular area that students fell short in? 



Demographics and Equity Implications

• If you provided demographic data, first compare your VALUE 
Institute sample to your overall institutional demographics. Is your 
sample representative? If not, how does your sample differ from 
your overall population of students? 

• Now take a look at your results broken out by demographic 
characteristics. Do you notice any disparities or patterns across 
groups? 
o Sex
o Race/ethnicity?
o Pell eligibility? 

• If you noticed any gaps across demographic groups, were these 
surprising to you? Have you seen any other evidence on your 
campus that might also suggest there are equity gaps among 
various groups of students? 

• Consider the implications of any equity gaps across demographic 
groups—what do these mean for learning on your campus? For 
teaching (e.g., assignment design)? For how teaching and 
learning environments are organized (e.g. participation in high 
impact practices, advanced levels of work)? 





Sharing Your Results

• Who needs to see your VALUE Institute results? Examples of 
stakeholder groups you might need to share these results with 
include: 
o Provosts 
o Deans 
o Assessment committee 
o Faculty whose assignments were sampled 
o Faculty senate or other governing body 
o Curriculum committee in a department or general 

education program 
o Students 

• How are you planning to share your results with each of those 
groups? 

• Are there particular data points that are more salient for one 
group vs. another? 

• Do you need to display the results in different ways for each 
group? 



What should you keep in mind as 
you review your results?

• Remember the project’s focus on process, and give grace to 
yourselves/your colleagues/your students if initially the results are not 
what you had hoped they would be

• Collaboratively engage in the sense-making - invite others to the table –
including your students!

• Focus on identifying strategies for addressing the findings, both from a 
data perspective as well as a pedagogical perspective







And nuance. Build it into your model, 
hold it in your thinking





Assignment design matters, even 
in (especially!!!!) in HIPs!



Must Read:
Jan/Feb 2018
Change Magazine



“The absence of any relationship
between rubric scores and students’ 
satisfaction with their own work suggests to 
us that many students may not be learning 
enough about how to recognize quality work 
and demand it of themselves.”

- Trosset & Weisler



95k+

599k+

2,720

139

“Clicks” on t he websi t e

Individual r ubr ics

downloaded

Colleges & Univer si t ies Count r ies



In t he Uni t ed 
States, t he 
VALUE r ubr ics 
have been 
downloaded 
512,908 t imes 
since 2014 
acr oss user s 
in al l  50 states 
and the 
Dist r ict  of 
Columbia. 



WHAT DOES ALL THIS 
SUGGEST?

WHAT’S NEXT?
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